
 

 

DAY 11: Shiny Paper Angels (page 1 of 2) 

You will need 

1 piece of A4 white card or paper and another piece of shiny card or white paper 

Pen or pencil 

Large dinner plate and a small dinner plate 

Glue/sticky tape 

Glitter, paint, colouring pens, gold silver shapes – whatever you have at home! 

Wool/string 

Pipe cleaner 

 

Instructions 

Angel’s body 

Get a large dinner plate, lay it on your card and draw a semi-circle (which is about half 

your dinner plate). 

Then do the same again with the smaller dinner plate, inside the semi-circle you       

already have, but when you are drawing this semi-circle, leave a gap with your pen at 

the top of the semi-circle.  

Where there is a gap, draw a circle which will be your angel’s head.  Join the edges of 

the semi circles by drawing a line across from one end to the other, now your angel 

shape is ready to be cut out.  

Its time to decorate your angel now – you can use, glue, paint and/or glitter! Whatever 

you have at home!  

Once you have decorated your angel, put some glue down one edge of your angel and 

make your shape into a cone this will mean that the angel base should stand up. 

 

Angel Face 

Draw a circle, cut it out and draw your angel’s face onto the circle; then stick that on 

the front of your angel. (Please go to page 2). 
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Angel Wings 

Next its time to make your wings! Cut out a circle from white or shiny paper and then 

fold your paper in half to make your wings. Decorate them and then put some glue 

down the middle of the wings and attach them to the angel.  

 

Angel’s Hair 

Next it’s time to make your hair – you can use wool or string. If you want long hair 

then wrap wool/string loosely around all of your fingers, but if you would like short 

hair, just wrap the wool/string around 2 fingers. Then cut the string/wool and use one 

piece to tie the string/wool together. Then cut the bottom of the circle of string/wool 

and this will make your hair. Using glue, fix the hair around your angel’s face. 

 

Angel’s Halo 

The last thing to do is make a circle with a pipe cleaner – then attach the pipe cleaner 

halo to the back of your angel using sticky tape or glue. 

 

Hope you enjoy making your angels! Don’t forget to send us a picture of what you 

have made!  


